SGA Resolution 3-19-S

A Resolution to Notify Students of Parking Citation Issuance

Whereas: Students are not notified when they receive a parking citation.

Whereas: On-campus residents who have committed a parking violation may not check their car for several days

Whereas: Parking Services is allowed to ticket you every four hours, although you can only be given two per day

Whereas: Violations are listed and may be paid for via MT Pipeline, so a notification system is possible

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 81st CONGRESS OF THE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE
STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: Upon issuing a parking citation, Parking Services will send an email notification to the recipient notifying them of the citation and steps to proceed.

Sponsors: Senator Kobe Hermann (At-Large)
Senator Joshua Hendricks (Liberal Arts)

[Signatures of the Speaker of the Senate, SGA President, and VP of Student Affairs]